Launch of the pharmacy inspections website and learning from inspections report

Social media guide

Please help us to spread the word about our new pharmacy inspection reports website and our report sharing what we have learnt from carrying out over 14,000 pharmacy inspections. For your convenience, find below a selection of pre-written social media posts incorporating the official hashtag: #PharmacyInspectionReports, and the short URL which links to the new inspection reports website.

General

@TheGPhC is publishing #PharmacyInspectionReports for the first time on a new website. Find out more >> [http://ht.ly/kvo430pxzgk](http://ht.ly/kvo430pxzgk)

Find out if a pharmacy inspected since April 2019 has met or has not met all of the standards for registered pharmacies. Visit @TheGPhC’s new inspection report website now to find #PharmacyInspectionReports >> [http://ht.ly/kvo430pxzgk](http://ht.ly/kvo430pxzgk)

@TheGPhC is making the outcomes of pharmacy inspections more transparent by publishing #PharmacyInspectionReports for the first time on a new website. Find out more >> [http://ht.ly/kvo430pxzgk](http://ht.ly/kvo430pxzgk)

Read @TheGPhC’s new report sharing what it has learnt from carrying out over 14,000 inspections covering every registered pharmacy in Great Britain since 2013 >> [http://ht.ly/IYAt30pxzzc](http://ht.ly/IYAt30pxzzc)

@TheGPhC has found that 85% of pharmacies are meeting standards. Find out more in their report sharing the learning from carrying out over 14,000 inspections covering every registered pharmacy in Great Britain since 2013 >> [http://ht.ly/IYAt30pxzzc](http://ht.ly/IYAt30pxzzc)

Make sure you are up-to-date with @TheGPhC’s new approach to regulating #RegisteredPharmaciesGB. Check out this taster video about the approach and what happens during an inspection >> [http://ht.ly/G1wH30pxzeF](http://ht.ly/G1wH30pxzeF)

Pharmacy owners and pharmacy professionals

Check out @TheGPhC’s new inspection report website where you can find #PharmacyInspectionReports. And the searchable ‘knowledge hub’ which has anonymised short
examples of excellent, good and poor practice that you can use to learn from and improve your services
>> http://ht.ly/kvo430pxzgk

Improve your pharmacy services by learning from anonymised short examples of excellent, good and poor practice identified through pharmacy inspections. Find them in the ‘knowledge Hub’ on @TheGPhC’s new #PharmacyInspectionReports website >> http://ht.ly/1MDA30pxzkl

Learn about the key themes, patterns and trends which every pharmacy and pharmacy team can use to improve by reading @TheGPhC’s report on learnings from carrying out over 14,000 inspections>> http://ht.ly/1YAt30pxzzc

Make sure you are up-to-date with @TheGPhC’s new approach to regulating #RegisteredPharmaciesGB. Check out this taster video about the approach and what happens during an inspection >> http://ht.ly/G1wH30pxzeF

Patients and public organisations

You can now read #PharmacyInspectionReports for the first time on a new website. Find out if a pharmacy inspected since April 2019 is meeting the standards set by the regulator @TheGPhC >> http://ht.ly/kvo430pxzgk

You can now find out if a pharmacy inspected since April 2019 has met or has not met all of the standards set by the regulator. Visit @TheGPhC’s new inspection report website now to find #PharmacyInspectionReports >> http://ht.ly/kvo430pxzgk

Did you know @TheGPhC inspects pharmacies in Great Britain? Check out this taster video to find out what happens during an inspection and where you can read #PharmacyInspectionReports >> http://ht.ly/G1wH30pxzeF